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Abstract — Context-awareness is the ability of a system to
gather information from its context and adapt its behaviors. This
feature makes the testing of Context-aware software systems
more challenging. Based on this assumption, this research
proposes an approach to design functional test cases for contextaware software systems, the CATS Design. In its development,
ideas from other domains presenting similar issues were tailored
to the problem of testing context-aware software systems. This
paper presents the design process of CATS Design, and its two
empirical evaluation stages: 1) through a proof of concept, and 2)
with an observational study involving eight undergraduate
students in Uruguay. The results suggest that it is feasible to
apply CATS Design for designing test cases for context-aware
software systems.
Keywords — Software Testing; Test Criteria; Context-Aware;
Context-Awareness; Context-Aware Software Systems; CASS;
Ubiquitous Systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important aspects of ubiquitous systems is
the possibility to interact with several actors simultaneously to
support the user in the completion of its tasks in a nonintrusive way. These actors can be other users, other
components or even other systems. Ubiquitous systems make
use of sensors to gather the environment’s data, which they
use to adapt their behavior. This ability is called contextawareness [5]. Being able to interact with several different
actors at once makes the quality assurance of such systems
more difficult when compared with non-context-aware
systems.
The technical literature presents several studies stating the
difficulty to assure the quality of ubiquitous systems, as well
as context-aware systems, and why they should be handled
differently from other software systems [2, 11, 16]. These
authors argue that these types of systems can lose efficacy and
efficiency when treated as traditional software systems. We
have undertaken a quasi-Systematic Literature Review [14], in
which we observed that current test approaches handle the
problem of context variation either by fixing context values at
test time or relying on simulation to reveal failures [12].
Therefore, we argue for the need to develop test technologies
that do not impose artificial constraints to the Test Item during
the test execution.

This research aims at developing a specific way to assure
the quality of context-aware software systems. Specifically,
we have developed and empirically evaluated a process for
designing test cases for context-aware software systems. We
have named this process “Context-Aware Test Suite Design
(CATS Design)”. CATS enables the development of Test
Suites including Test Cases which consider the variation of
context during the test design and execution.
To develop the CATS Design process, we started with a
process from the resilience practice in natural systems and
interactively tailored it to Software. The CATS Design was
evaluated in two steps. First, with a proof of concept, where
we applied CATS Design to a context-aware requirements
specification document. In this proof of concept, the feasibility
of context-aware software systems to design test cases that
account for context variation was successfully evaluated.
Secondly, to validate the viability of applying CATS Design
by other persons not involved in its design, we performed an
empirical observation study involving eight undergraduate
students. All subjects were able to design test cases
considering context variation after following the CATS
process. This paper presents the work we have undertaken for
designing the CATS Design process, and the two evaluation
activities previously mentioned.
Section II presents the research background and
motivation. We discuss issues related to software testing,
ubiquitous computing, and context-aware software systems.
Section III present challenges related to Context-Aware
Software Systems, followed by Section IV, which presents the
CATS Design process. Section V presents both validations. In
Section VI, we discuss limitations and threats to validity.
Finally, in Section VII we present our conclusions and future
work.
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
A. The Testing Criteria Issue
Software testing is a practice used to verify that the
software behaves as it was specified. The main concern is not
to correct the defects, but to find them. Therefore, the activity

of testing aims to reveal failures and, afterward, find defects in
the software.



Experience capture: ability to capture and register
experiences for later use;

The testing of all possible usage situations, distinct inputs,
and all different environmental settings are not just a difficult
task; it is unfeasible. This observation was made early in the
evolution of the software development practices by
Goodenough and Gerhart [7]. These authors started
researching on software testing by raising the question: “what
is a test criterion?” i.e., what constitutes a good decision,
capable of assuring the greatest test coverage with minimum
test effort.



Service discovery: pro-active discovery of services
according to the environment where it is being used. The
application has to interact with the environment and allow
the user to do the same, to find new services or
information to achieve some desired target;



Function composition: the ability of (based on essential
services) creating the services required by the user;



Spontaneous interoperability: the ability to change
partners during its operation and according to its
movement;



Heterogeneity of devices: it provides mobility among
heterogeneous devices. That is, the application could
migrate among devices and adjust itself to each of them;



Fault tolerance: the ability to adapt itself when facing
environment’s faults (for example, on-line/off-line
availability).

The observation by Goodenough and Gerhart [7] has
remained valid over the years. As we will discuss in the
following section when the software is context-aware, the
situation worsens.
B. Ubiquitous Computing
In 1991, Mark Weiser envisioned that “the most profound
technologies are those that disappear. They weave themselves
into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable
from it.” [20]. Weiser believed that computers should not be
limited to desktops or machines with direct user interaction.
He defended the idea that a truly powerful technology should
be able to support the user in its everyday activities, even
without its perception. Weiser defined this concept as
invisibility and this type of system as ubiquitous. Nowadays,
ubiquitous systems have become a reality. Smart houses, GPS
selecting a better path with less amount of traffic, mobile
applications, wearable devices, digital cameras capable of
focusing the image by themselves, are just a few examples
[19].
To better understand the characteristics of ubiquitous
systems, Spínola et al. [15] conducted a systematic review to
find the features that characterize ubiquitous software systems.
This work [15] identified ten characteristics that define a
software system as ubiquitous. Spínola et al. claim that the
scope of ubiquitous systems is related to the following
features; however, the absence of some aspects does not imply
that a system is not ubiquitous. The ubiquity in a system can
be met wholly or partially according to the presence or
absence of these aspects:


Service omnipresence: it allows the users to move around
with the sensation of carrying the computing services with
them;



Invisibility: the ability to be present in objects of daily
use, weakening, from the user’s point of view, the
sensation of explicit use of a computer;



Context sensitivity: ability to collect information from the
environment where it is being used to improve the user’s
experience;



Adaptable behavior: ability to, dynamically, adapt itself
and offer services according to the environment where it
is being used, respecting its limitations;

C. Context-Aware Software Systems (CASS)
According to the previous characteristics, context-aware
software systems can be defined as a subtype of ubiquitous
systems. Dey & Abowd [6] define context as “any information
that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity”.
Where an entity can be a person, place, or object that is
considered relevant to the interaction between an actor and the
application, including the user and applications. In addition to
this, a system is context-aware when it uses the context to
provide relevant information and/or services to the user, where
relevancy depends on the user’s task and perspective.
Dey & Abowd [6] suggested organizing the context
information into five dimensions, so answering the following
questions the system can be aware of the context:


Who – related to the actor identity. To adapt activities
based on the presence of other people in the environment.



Where – related to the actor's location and its impact on
the user action.



What – related to the identification of actor activities,
embedding the interpretations of human activities to
provide useful information.



When – related to the temporal context, at which time or
at which moment the action is happening and between
which other activities.



Why – related to the information that led to certain user
actions. The challenge is to understand why the user is
executing an action instead of just realizing what action
the user is executing.

For instance, a mobile application can be seen as an
example of a CASS. A context in which the user (who) is at
the office (where) during a meeting (what) at the working

time (when) because it is a user’s routine (why) can be
recognized by the system.
The system then can gather the contextual data by the user
profile, user calendar, clock time and other available
resources. Based on the presented context, the system can turn
on airplane mode to avoid unnecessary disturbance or detect
that there is an incoming call and automatically avoid it.
III. CHALLENGES IN TESTING CONTEXT-AWARE SOFTWARE
SYSTEMS

In our previous work, we undertook a quasi-systematic
literature review [14] to understand how context-aware
software systems were being tested. Our results show that the
challenges for testing these types of systems can be abstracted
into the following categories [12]:


Context Variation: This group of problems deals with
issues associated with the alteration of one or more
context variables, i.e. variables that can have their values
updated without a direct user intervention. For instance,
changes in location, in connected external devices, among
others.



Device hardware and network constraints: These
challenges deal with the problem that hardware for
context-aware are resource scarce.

IV. CATS DESIGN: A CONTEXT-AWARE TESTING APPROACH
As discussed in the previous sections, the context can
change before, during and after a user acting, and the system
must be able to handle these variations. We call this context
variation. During the execution of context-aware software
systems in their intended environment, no restrictions can be
imposed to the context variation. We argue that, during test
execution, the test process must allow the context to change
without restrictions as well.
Figure 1 presents how we conceptualize a test case that
enacts the previously described abstraction. It shows how
context affects both the Test Case and the Test Oracle. In the
Test case, because context variables modify how the software
behaves. In the Test Oracle, because, a modification in the
value of a context variable may result in a different
expectation for the output of the Test Case.

Our research has not been able to find strategies to cope
with the last challenge. In contrast, a few alternatives are
available to deal with context variation:




Identify context variables in the requirements
specification to evaluate where the execution may lead to
defects. The rationale behind this implies that contextaware software systems are more likely to fail where
context changes [18]. Therefore, test case design can pay
particular attention to these points in the software system.
Use of dynamic test case generation and execution tools.
The use of tools that automate the execution of the
software system has also been established as useful. Even
though these tools cannot assure conformance to
specifications – since typically, they stimulate the
software system to random inputs. These tools help by
enhancing the robustness of the software systems. The
works [3, 9, 10, 18] present few examples of these tools.

There is empirical validation as to the usefulness of these
strategies to help with the quality assurance of context-aware
software systems. Nonetheless, we argue that they do not
address the whole problem of testing context-aware software
systems. Because they provide artificial environments to
execute the testing instead of a real scenario where the context
can variate as in a production setting. In the following section,
this argument is further developed.

Figure 1 - Software testing execution process considering
context.
As we have mentioned, we argue that the strategies
presented in the previous section do not address this
abstraction. Most of them rely on revealing errors in the
execution, instead of checking the output against a Test
Oracle.
We exemplify this abstraction with the Android OS
integrated camera application. For instance, this application
has the precondition of not executing with low battery (less
than 10%) to save the remaining battery. Now, suppose the
scenario where the user wants to take a picture of a specific
moment, maybe during a lecture or a concert. To be sure that
no time will be lost opening the application, the user lets the
application running and wait for the perfect moment. When
the application started, the device had more than 10% of
battery left; however, the device is continuously consuming
battery while the user waits for the specific moment to take the
picture. When the moment comes, the device has now 8% left,
so when the user tries to take the picture, the application
freezes.

This type of failure during the context changing indicates
that this variation was not considered while selecting the test
coverage criteria, i.e. the perspective adopted is still to handle
context variables as inputs. In fact, trying to execute the
application with more than 10% of battery is possible and less
is not feasible, but the transition remains an issue.
A. Designing CATS Design
The CATS design process is part of our ongoing effort to
understand how to assure the quality of CASS systems. The
Resilience domain presents similar issues when compared to
the CASS domain. For instance, a resilient system can be
defined as a system that can absorb disturbances and still
retain its basic functions and structure [17]. It means that the
system can receive several inputs and, being resilient, always
return the expected output. CASS, must also be able to handle
variation of special types of inputs (context variables) and still
provide service to the actors. Table 1, extracted from [13],
presents a comparison between the resilience practices and
CASS.
Table 1 - Comparison of concepts between CASS and
Organizational resilience
Organizational
Resilience

Context-aware
software systems

“The ability of a
system
to
absorb
disturbances
and still retain
its
basic
function
and
structure.” [17].

A system with the
dynamic property of
adapting its behavior
according to the context
(Adapted
from
CAcTUS Project).

Objective

Maintain
the
system general
resilience
(system
identity).

Be able to adapt its
behavior in order to
keep
the
system
working as expected
based on the contextual
variances
(Adapted
from CAcTUS Project).

How it calls the
factors
that
affect
the
system?

Threshold

Context

“Disturbance
capable
of
changing
the
system
identity.” [17].

Any
piece
of
information that may be
used to characterize the
situation of an entity
(logical and physical
objects present in the
system’s environment)
and
its
relevant
relations for the actorcomputer
interaction
(Adapted
from
CAcTUS Project).

Definition

Factor definition

How
it
anticipates these
factors in order
to achieve the
proposed
objective?

Thresholds
avoidance
techniques

Software testing and
Verification
and
Validation techniques

What are
limitations of
way used
handle
factors?

The techniques
help
the
thresholds
identification,
but not assure
coverage.
By
knowing them,
controller
actions can be
performed
beforehand.

Lack of coverage, no
evidence was found to
support the existence of
a technique to test
CASS considering the
context variance.

the
the
to
the

Although the idea of resilience provides a good level of
maturity for a system, making a system resilient is not that
simple. For example, every system can suffer disturbs.
Disturbs that do not interfere with the system output, in the
resilience domain, are simple disturbs. However, when such
disturbs can change the expected output, we call them
thresholds, i.e. a threshold is a disturbance capable of
changing the system identity.
To keep the system working as expected, Walker and Salt
[17] proposed a process for thresholds identification. If the
system thresholds were known beforehand, it would be
possible to take actions to avoid them. The proposed process
can be observed below:
1.

List the known thresholds: In the first step, the known
thresholds are listed. They might be known for tacit
knowledge, previous experience or just guessing.

2.

Enumerate the thresholds of potential concern: Based
on the thresholds found in the first step, look for
thresholds that can affect the entire system directly.

3.

Reproduce the system in a conceptual model: The
third step creates a model to show how the system is
supposed to behave, i.e. each possible system’s state
or usage situation is listed in separated boxes. These
boxes are connected with two types of arrows, gray
and black. The gray ones represent passive
transitions, i.e. transitions happening without an actor
intervention, as the battery consumption for instance.
The black ones represent active actions, i.e. an actor
intervention, like a user pressing a button. This model
is very similar to State Machines usually used in
Software Engineering [11].

4.

Reproduce the system in an analytical model: The
fourth and last step consists of listing every action the
system can do and describe its impacts to the system,
if possible with the aid of experts in the area. By
analyzing these two generated mental models, it is
possible to find unknown thresholds to be considered
from now on.

In CASS domain, the thresholds can be seen as a context
variation not expected by the system, or simply a context
variation not considered during the test process. In this way,
the process proposed by Walker and Salt [17] was adapted to
the CASS domain.
B. The Context-Aware Test Suite Design Process – CATS
Design
We set out to adapt the process by Walker and Salt [17]
iteratively. Our vision was that, after each iteration, we could
reflect on the process applicability to designing test cases, and
also to see if the abstractions of thresholds and context
variables were a good match for our domain.
A restriction, we had to circumvent, was the lack of
available Software Requirement Specification Documents –
except Castellanos [4] – therefore we created a few toy
projects during the research process. Therefore, the three
design iteration were carried out against play specifications we
described to exemplify the concepts.


3.

Step 6: Find thresholds in the analytical model

Test Suite Generation


Step 7: List test oracles



Step 8: Create test cases



Step 9: Package the test suite

The process was separated into three phases: Context
Variables Identification, Thresholds Identification, and Test
Suite Generation. The first one finds the context variables in
the requirements and by tacit knowledge. The second phase
uses the requirements documentation together with the
collected context variables to reproduce the system in mental
models, allowing the thresholds discovery. Finally, the last
phase uses the models to generate the test oracles and test
cases. The process execution can be observed in the proof of
concept presented in the next section.
V. VALIDATING CATS DESIGN

At each iteration, the lead author of this paper, generated
test cases by following the current version of the process
against the “Problem Set.” This set of test cases was
evaluated, as it was the process execution. A retrospective was
then held among the researchers to discuss the lessons learned
and to assess the iteration execution. Table 2 presents the three
design iterations summarized and how they impacted in the
final version of CATS Design process.

We performed a two-step validation of the CATS Design
process. First, a proof of concept validation against a complete
Software Requirement Specification (SRS) of a CASS. Then
an observation experience involving undergraduate students
using the same SRS. This section presents both validation
steps.

Table 2 - CATS Design development trials.

The CATS Design process was initially evaluated through
a proof of concept. The objective of this first validation was to
execute CATS against a complete Software Requirement
Specification Document. A bachelor’s undergraduate project
called CAUS (Context-Aware University System) [4] was
selected for this proof of concept. The documentation for
CAUS was created following the IEEE 830:98 Recommended
Practice for Software Requirements Specifications [8].

Iteration

Problem set

Smart House
example

1

Smart
Camera
example

2
3

Lessons learned
- Propose to remove the concept of
“threshold of potential concern”.
- Identification of Test Case template
to document thresholds.
- Group steps into phases.
- Remove context variables of
potential concern.
- Validation of proposed Test Case
template
No further changes

The following numbered list describes the final phases and
activities of the CATS Design process and implements the
main lessons learned from the design process.
1.

2.

Context Variables Identification


Step 1: Identify context variables from the
requirements



Step 2: Identify additional context variables

Thresholds Identification


Step 3: Create a conceptual model



Step 4: Find thresholds in the conceptual model



Step 5: Create an analytical model

A. Proof of Concept

The CAUS system aimed at applying the ubiquitous
computing concepts into a university environment. By
adapting the work of Abowd et al. [1], which had already
proposed a context-aware university system, yet with no
formal requirements specification. Based on this, Castellanos
defined the requirements of CAUS, a mobile application that
recovers information from QR Codes, Wi-Fi signal, and other
sensors to provide contextual information to the user.
The CAUS seeks to provide information with minimal user
intervention. The system supports the management of some
aspects of interaction among students, staff and university
entities, such as classrooms, offices and other users.
The system’s communication approach uses the mobile
device camera for QR code reading. Also, the system is
supposed to be functional only inside the university
dependencies, characterizing, even more, the concept of
context-awareness. The features incorporated into the system
include the localization of the users and offices, management

of user and offices, request for users and offices availability
and messages exchange.
1) The Proof of Concept applied on CAUS
As presented in section IV, the first phase of CATS Design
is to find relevant context variables for the system, i.e. the
variables that have their values updated even without a direct
request from the user, and once this value is updated, it can
generate impacts on the system behavior. Therefore, Step 1
found context variables from the requirements documentation
and Step 2 from tacit knowledge of the process applied.
Phase 1 - Context Variables Identification
 Step 1: Identify context variables from the

users was available. Also, it is possible that the server goes
offline, turning the QR Code functionality unavailable.
The internet connection was suggested because being WiFi connected does not imply having an internet connection,
and some of CAUS application’s features require an internet
connection. Finally, the information update was inferred due
to the real-time system nature. A user can access an office
status just before the office owner updates the status, making
the user receive non-updated information. The user must be
aware of the updates in real-time.
By using these six context variables, the thresholds
identification phase started. Firstly, the conceptual model was
created, and four thresholds identified by analyzing the model,
as shown in steps 3 and 4.
Phase 2 - Thresholds Identification

requirements
o University Wi-Fi
o QR code (location/users and workshops info)
 Step 2: Identify additional context variables

 Step 3: Create a conceptual model
o

See Figure 2

 Step 4: Find thresholds in the conceptual model

o Application Focus

o Loss of University Wi-Fi Signal at any stage

o Server Availability (offline/number of users)

o

o Internet Connection
o Information update
The requirements specification explicitly mentions the
existence of the University WI-FI, which is the university
local Wi-Fi connection on which the user must be connected
to access the application. The QR Code is mentioned as well
since all information that can be retrieved by the application
relies on the QR Code scan.
The application focus was inferred since the CAUS is a
mobile application and nowadays it is possible to run several
mobile applications simultaneously and prepare the
application to behave differently while running in the
background. The server availability was inferred as well since
no information about the server capacity over the number of

Loss of Internet Connection during Play Store
or Send Mail stages

o Loss of Application Focus at any stage
o Information

Updates

during

information

exhibition
The conceptual model (Figure 2) was significant to
observe how and when the system sensed the context
variables. However, it is worth noticing that using the models
do not guarantee the complete coverage of the context-aware
features. For instance, different testers might have different
perceptions on the context variables.
 Step 5: Create an analytical model
o Consult Table 3

Figure 2 - CATS Design conceptual model applied to the CAUS.

Also, it was possible to observe that the University WiFi signal, the internet connection, and the application focus are
context variables that can change at any time, and the system
must be ready to handle these variations. The information
update might happen while some users are visiting the updated
page, making the users lose the updates.
Since the information update is not a major context
variance while the user is, for instance, sending an email, the
identified thresholds were also described with the information
of when they are important to be handled. Continuing with the
thresholds identification phase, Steps 5 and 6 are responsible
for the creation and interpretation of the analytical model.
These steps allowed finding three additional thresholds to be
incorporated into the test suite.
 Step 6: Find thresholds in the analytical model
o Server goes offline
o Server limit is exceeded
o QR code is unreadable
By analyzing the context variables expected behaviors
into the system on Table 3, it is possible to observe the issues
concerned with the server availability.
Table 3 - CATS Design conceptual model applied to the
CAUS.
Context Variable
University WI-FI
QR Code

Application Focus

Server Availability

Internet Connection

Information Update

Although the conceptual model describes how the states
of the system, generated by changes in the context variables,
interact with each other, the server availability feature is only
possible to be observed by analyzing it separately. Also, the
unreadability of the QR Code is only seen in this step. It is
important to observe this to understand that the conceptual and
analytical models are complementary.
Phase 3 – Test Suite Generation
Starting the third and last phase of the CATS Design
process, the context variables and thresholds are already
known. Also, the conceptual model, the analytical model, and
the requirements specification are available artifacts. By
analyzing the list of thresholds, the seventh step describes how
the system is supposed to behave when each one of the
thresholds is faced, i.e. the test oracles concerning the
thresholds. The result of this analysis is that not all thresholds
trigger functionality defined in the SRS. Therefore, these areas
are documented to improve the requirement documentation.
Also, as there is no expectation for the behavior, Test cases for
this combination of inputs and context can not be defined.


Step 7: List Test Oracles
o See Table 4.



Step 8: Create test cases

Effect
Grant the user access to the application.
Return information of users and
workshops.
If on focus, the user is interacting with the
application. If not, the user is interacting
with other application, but the one is still
under execution in the background.
If the access to the database is lost or if the
server gets too crowded, the needed
information might not be available.
Functions like the QR Code Reader
Download and Send Mail require an
internet connection.
If the user is accessing some info which
suffers an update in the meantime, the user
must be notified.

Once the test oracles are known, step 8 is intended to
generate the test cases aiming at covering the identified
contexts that are relevant to the system. Those contexts are the
transitions considered in the conceptual model and the
thresholds presented in the test oracles list. Each test case must
describe the relevant context variables, the relevant thresholds
and the test oracles for the listed thresholds.
Table 5 presents an example of generated test case.
Remembering that if the SRS do not specify how to handle a
threshold, the correct approach is to handle these faults first.
Notice that no alternative flow has been described, for
instance providing invalid credentials for the login feature.
This kind of coverage can be obtained by other means of
software testing, the focus of the CATS Design is the context
variation, and this is why it is intended to be complementary
to other testing techniques.

Table 4 - CAUS test oracles found with CATS Design
Feature

Context

Send mail
Play Store
QR Code Scan
User Info, Workshop Info, Map based
on QR Code
Any transition
Any transition or state
Any transition or state
Any transition or state

Loss of internet connection
Loss of internet connection
QR Code unreadable

Not specified
Not specified
Cannot proceed transition

Information updates during the user access

Not specified

Loss of University Wi-Fi connection
Loss of focus
Server goes offline
Server limit is exceeded

Cannot proceed transition
Proceed as if the focus was not lost
Not specified
Not specified

Table 5 - Example of a context-aware test case generated
by CATS design.
Test Case ID

CAUS – TC001

Test Objective
Precondition:
Test Input:

Verify the login feature
A valid user and password

Test steps:

Relevant
Context
Variables:

Known
Thresholds:

Test Expected
Outputs for each
Threshold:

1.
2.
3.

Expected Output

4.

User connects to University Wi-Fi
User executes the application
User provides credentials to access the
application
The system shows the menu for the user

1.
2.

University Wi-Fi
Application Focus

3.

Server Availability

a.
b.

Loss of University Wi-Fi connection
Loss of focus

c.

Server goes offline

d.

Server limit is exceeded

a.
b.
c.

Notify the user and close the application
Continue the application from where it
stopped
Not specified

d.

Not specified

 Step 9: Package the test suite
The package containing the test cases, the models, the
test oracles, the context variables and the thresholds is called
Context-Aware Test Suite and composes the step 9. The next
section presents a discussion regarding the results of the
CATS Design evaluation process through the proof of
concept.
2) Discussion of results of the proof of concept
The first phase of the CATS Design, concerned with the
context variables identification, indicated that the steps 1
(identifying context variables from the requirements) and 2
(identifying context variables using tacit knowledge) are
complementary. Since there is no guarantee that the first step

can recover all possible context variables, having
complementary steps increase the strength of the context
variables identification phase.
The second phase, responsible for generating the models,
has indicated to be useful for thresholds identification. In this
proof of concept, the models revealed to be complementary,
when the conceptual and analytical models separately could
not list the impact of all context variables found in phase one.
However, using them together was possible to identify how
each of them influences the system.
By the third and final phase, the process of creating test
oracles based on the context variables, thresholds and
requirements have revealed to be useful and helped to find
faults from the requirements as well. It indicates that the
CATS Design approach not only deals with the testing aspect,
but also with verification of the requirements documentation.
Although the aim of the test process is not to point omissions
on the requirements specification, it is interesting to observe
the verification ability of the CATS Design regarding the
completeness of the requirements documentation for CASS.
The final version of the test case template can address
scenarios without freezing the context, i.e. without treating the
context variables as inputs. Instead, all possible relevant
contextual changes are described together with the test
scenario, and the Testers have the freedom to model the test
environment as they wish and modify the context variables
values at any time, knowing how the system is supposed to
behave at any relevant configuration identified by the CATS
Design process.
Considering the coverage, the test suite generated by the
CATS Design process was able to cover factors that a noncontext-aware test suite (Castellanos, 2015) did not cover, i.e.
context variables changing in real-time, not being treated as
simple inputs. The non-context-aware test cases are presented
together with the requirements documentation online
(Castellanos, 2015).
Nevertheless, the non-context-aware test suite covered
factors that the CATS Design was not able to cover. These
results indicate that the CATS Design process is
complementary to the traditional test techniques, covering the
context variance aspect only, and does what it was intended.

B. Validation through an empirical observation
To understand how CATS Design behaves and to
observe if the practitioners other than ourselves could follow
the process; we designed an observational study involving
undergraduate students.
The selected students were enrolled in an undergraduate
course in software testing. We intervened in the discipline by
training the participants in ubiquitous computing, contextawareness, and CATS Design. Participants were then asked to
apply CATS to the CAUS SRS. This section describes the
results.
1) Preparation of the empirical observation
The aim of the second validation was to evaluate the
feasibility that a third party – not related to the CATS Design
authors – could find the process and the abstraction useful.
This study was carried out in a software testing course in
Universidad ORT Uruguay. Eight students were enrolled in
this course and participated in the experience.
Since subjects enrolled in this course were expected to
have experience in designing test cases, it was decided to train
them in CASS and with the CATS Design process. Therefore,
two three-hours training sessions were provided to the
students.
In the first one, the students were exposed to the
concepts of ubiquitous computing, context-awareness and the
concepts involved in CATS Design (Thresholds and context
variables). In the second one, the participants had to exercise
CATS Design with the Smart Camera example.
Finally, the students were presented with the CAUS and
were asked to design test cases for it. At the end of the session,
the participants were presented with an answer sheet where
they could leave their impression of the steps in the CATS
Design process. For each process step, participants were asked
to answer how valuable they found it on a scale of 1 to 5, with
5 being the highest value. All the answers provided along with
a graphical analysis are presented below in Table 6 and Figure
3, and discussed in the next section.

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

Step 8

Step 9

Participant 1

4

3

3

4

3

3

3

3

3

Participant 2

4

3

4

4

4

3

3

3

2

Participant 3

3

4

3

2

3

3

1

3

1

Participant 4

4

4

2

3

4

4

4

4

4

Participant 5

3

4

4

4

3

3

2

2

2

Participant 6

4

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

Participant 7

4

4

3

4

2

2

2

3

1

Participant 8

3

1

4

3

3

3

4

3

4

Mean

4

3,5

3,5

4

3

3

3

3

2

Step

Step 1

Subject

Table 6 - Evaluation of CATS Design steps.

Figure 3 - Graphical analysis of CATS Design process.
2) Discussion of results of the experimental observation
It is interesting to analyze that the participants’ opinion
about the steps value decreases during the CATS Design
process. For instance, none of the third phase steps, which
were supposed to be the most important steps of the process,
since they are the ones that provide the test oracles and test
cases, received more than three for the rate.
Nevertheless, the steps related to the analysis of
documentation and context variables/thresholds discovery
received higher grades, indicating that the participants felt
confident while providing information about context variables
or thresholds, even though the grades of the analytical model
seemed to be lower than the ones provided for the conceptual
model.
It is interesting to observe that apparently the participants
did not understand the pre-requisites among the phases and the
dependency among them. Another possibility is that maybe
the cognitive load of thinking regarding context variables and
thresholds, made participants lose track of the main goal of the
process that is to design test cases for a software application.
VI. LIMITATIONS AND THREATS TO VALIDITY
It is important to observe that even though the CATS
Design process provides a useful improvement for CASS
testing, due the lack of real projects, the presented results have
some threats to validity. The final version of CATS Design
was evaluated with a final undergraduate project chosen by
convenience, not with industrial projects, a threat to
conclusion validity.
The coverage provided by the process is limited by the
context variables identified and the thresholds defined. If the
models are wrongly built or if the requirements documentation
lacks information, the process execution is compromised.
Also, the coverage is totally based on the context-aware
feature, making the process not confident as the only source of
testing.
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